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CALCULATION OF THE COVERAGE PARAMETER FOB THE RELIABILITY
MODELING OF FAULT-TOLERANT COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Hassanein Amer and Edward J. McCluskey

Center for Reliable Computing
Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94305, USA

ABSTRACT Into different classes and some examples are given
to show the effect of the faults in the recovery
mechanism on the reliability of the system. The

Programs for calculating the reliability of fault classes resemble those described in [Losq
fault-tolerant systems do not explicitly take into 76]. Only permanent faults are modeled.
account the effect of failures in the hardware In Sec. 3, the coverage parameters and the
recovery mechanism. This paper shows how to reliability of the system are calculated using the
incorporate the failures in the recovery mechanism models in CARE III. Special attention is given to
of a simple redundant system, in the fault-handling the calculation of 0e or the probability of a
(coverage) model of CARE III and how to calculate failure not being lethal to the system (Bavuo 8I].
the required coverage parameters, specifically the The reliability calculated using CARE III is then
probability that a failure Is not lethal. It is compared to a reliability prediction obtained from
also shown that CARE III gives a conservative a Markov model specific to the system under study.
estimate of the reliability of the redundant It Is shown that the CARE III models produce a
system. conservative estimate of the reliability.

Throughout this paper, a failure will rerer to
1 INTRODUCTION a physical defect in a component whaile a fault will

be the model describing that failure. On the other
Analytical models have been developed to hand, an error occurs when a component performs Lt

estimate the reliability of computer systems, function incorrectly.
These models can be applied to a large class of
fault tolerant systems Bridgman 141 tl& SO. The 2 THE FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEM
user oust calculate the required parameters for
these models. One of these parameters is the The fault-tolerant system consists of two
eoverage, the conditional probability of identical modules (X and Y). Module X is active
successful error recovery given that an error has (i.e. connected to the bus) In the error-free
occurred. Error recovery consists of error condition. A detector controls a switch that
detection, isolation and system reconfiguration. connects module Y to the bus in case of an error in
The sensitivity of the reliability to a mall error X. So, Y Is a powered back-up spare in the system.
In the coverage estimation is well known (Arnold Figure I shows the system. It consists of an
723. The reliability of the hardware responsible OR gate whose function is replicated by a RAND gate
for the error recovery has to be taken Into account and two Invertera. An EXCLUSIVE-OR gate compares
Mkoq 76] (Ogus 74). the outputs of the OR and MAND gates to detect any

CARE III t a well-known analytical model for error. These two outputs re connected to the bus
reliability calculation. It has a separate model through two buffers with 3-state outputs. The
for the coverage %bere It is assumed that the switch is Implemented by a D latch that is
isolation of a detected error and the recovery from initially set so that module X Is connected to the
It will always be successful (Bevuso 84] (Geist 83] bus. If the EXCLUSIVE-OR gate detects a
[TrIvedi 813 (Trivedi 833. Thus, coverage in CARE discrepancy between the outputs of the OR and NUD
III consists only of error detection. Furthermore, gates, the switch disconnects module I from the bus
CARE III cannot model latent faults in stand-by and connects module Y.
spare modules or recovery mechanisms. Latent This system could be made such more reliable by
faults are faults that will not generate errors having two redundant switches as in the Bus
until a fault occurs in the active module. Guardians of the MTNP (Hopkins T]. Also, both

In this paper, a hypothetical fault-tolerant, modules could be systematically exercised or
system Is designed to point out the difficulties "flexed' to detect latent faults. The emphasis in
encountered in the calculation or the coverage this paper is on the calculation of the parameters
parameter(s). The failures In the hardware necessary for the reliability models, not on the
recovery mechnism are Included In the coverage design of reliable systems.
model of CARE Ill. The fault model used in this analysis will be a

In Sec. 2, the system is described. The permanent single stuck-at fault model. The faults
results of logic simulation on a Daisy MNgalogician are divided Into five classes In order to calculate
(CAD system) are reported. The faults are divided. the coverage parameters. A DAISY Magalogtcian was
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2
used to perform the logic simulation of the systeM 5) Latent faults: A latent fault In the recovery
and. to determine the classification of the faults. mechanism will not produce an error until a fault
Three of these 18sse0 correspond to faults in occurs in the active module. J s-a-0. for example.
modules X and Y: will not produce an error until the EXCLUSIVE-O

gate detects an error in module X.

1) Umdetectable faults: Since a fault in lead A,

for example, will have the same effect on both There are also fatal faults in the switch. If
inputs of the EXCLUSIVE-O gete, it is undetectable lead P is s-a-0, for example, both modules (X and
and the system fails (incorrect data on the output Y) will be disconnected from the bus and the system
bus). fails.

The fault classification is shown In Table 1.
2) Detestable faults: A fault in lead E. for The faults are divided into ten groups. Each row
example, will only affect one or the inputs of the in Table 1 corresponds to a group and each vroup
EXCLUSXVE-OR gate. It will be detected and the corresponds to one of the classes described above.
switch will connect module Y to the bus. More than one group can correspond to the same

class. Groups 2. 8 and 10. for example, all
3) Fatal faults: C s-a-0. for example, will force Consist of fatal faults. The total number of
incorrect data on the output bus and the system faults in group i is equal to C[i].
will immediately fail.

Table I Fault Claaalfieaton

& 1 42 4 ICVV !R P I E M ANGSIf oreup Q al -a -O _ _ 8-6-I glass

Iftaule 1I I I S I L A. •. andeataile
Al F pit I a I c.O.oijia I C.D,01.1H1 . fatal I

I I 1 I 1.A2.rf I %I.A2.[.f I detestable I
A2 I I I 1 111.32.0.11 1 II.12.G.II I I

IDeatmtorl * 1 1 1 J Ipremature I

IStI I I I I I switching I
I I S I I I I1 Intact I

Sl i tc 1v l 6 1 3 1 1. . pr-aturr I

rI i 1 I I lateht I

PpI 1 I2."21.M 2 I
1 a a 7 1 P.P,.n .I .M. 1 ratal

C 1 D 1112 1 1 1 1 . 1? 1
I,91190 1*:* -,'. " I IlN2

1lilt 10 1 1 1 COO] .C12.C mefatal I* a tO a a 1 CllOj • C122 I t t.l I

M21

3 IELIABILITY CALCULATION USING CARE III

SM22 CARE 1I1 is a very sophisticated and powerful
reliability model EDridrman 84). It can be diviced
Into two parts : the aggregate model and the fault-
handling (coverage) model. The latter describes
the recovery process in detail. More Information

at about CARE III can be found In [Bavuso 84) ETrivedi
al]. Figure 2 shows the single fault-handling
model. A fault (with rate f(t)) causes the system
beina mdeled to go to state A. The fault is active

Fig. I Fault-tolerant System but no error exists yet. The fault produces an
error (at a rate r(t')) and the system goes from
state A to state AE . If the error is not fatal.

When module Y is connected to the bus. the system Will go to state AD ( at a rate E(t)

detectable or undetectable faults (in mod. Y) will and with a conditional probability c). If the
Cause a system failure (incorrect data on the error Is fatal, the system will go to state F. Both
output bus). Therefore, they do not need to be t' and t" are random variables. It is assumed that
distinguished from each other. Also. if a fatal they follow the exponential distribution. I/r(t')
fault ocur$ in module Y. the system imediately is the average time for a fault to produce an error
fails even if module X was connected to the bus. and 1/E(tw) is the average time for that error to
In Suary, the faults in module Y can be grouped be detected (or Cause a system failure). State AD
in two classes: Fatal and non-fatal (non-fatal v indicates that the error was detected; It is
detectable and undetectable). aSS3Ued In CARE III that the isolation of the error

Two fault classes need to be defined for the and the recovery from it, will always be
recovery mechaism: successful.

Only permanent faults will be considered here.
4) Faults eufing premature awitehing: J s-a-I, The fault-handling model should be able to
for example, will cause module Y to be connected to represent all the faults in the I-out-of-? system
the bus even though module X is fault-free, under study. The latent faults (J s-a- for

L X



*example) cannot be handled Ilile the other faults. I.e. the transitions from fault (state A) to error
A lpktont fault will only affect the system after an (state AE) and that from error to recovery (state
error In module X. The paramteter t' (time for fault AD)o sytm fiue (ae II ar lot
to produce an error) will be many orders of Iantorse. alr sae F, ae a~s

* ~magnitude larger than that of a detectable fault In isatnos
module I for example. The system could be divided
Into two subsygtems: 1) Modules X and Y. 2) The
recovery mechanism. The double fault-hand ling
model in CAsE InI (avuso 813 can be used to z *1 i li t) E(ti
describe the dependence between the faults In the
two subsystems. However, It Will be impossible to
distinguish the latent faults from the rest Of the .7
faults in the recovery mechanism. A solution for
this problem is to divide the faults In the system Fig. 4 Modeling the latent faults of the system in Fig I
Into two types: I1) Latent faults. 2) All other
faults in the System. HNtie. the fault-handling Teltn alsi n eoey'etdJ"
model has to be Used twice.Th laetfusin hercvy

are treated separately as shown in Fig.. 14. The
parameter a, in this Case, is equal to zero becaue
any fault In the system. while the recovery

Wl') mechanism is disabled, Will lead to a system
failure. et) is assigned a large constant while
r(t') is equal to the transition rite between

f~t)r~ll0 -Oft')States 0 and A In Fig. 3.
A1  F - The reliability is calculated as follows

ETrivedi S11:

A Fault is active Reliability~t).-lilbeing In state F at timea t)
A[ Fault Cased an error Unvellabllty
AD Modulehbeebeen detected as lauity 0
F Systein failure state so .t1-
I') Nodule failure rots

rMt~ Rate at which f ault produces on error
EM) Rate at which error is detected
c Probability that 0 faulty IlPOdulo IS not lWhal

4.
fig. 2 CARE 11111 Single Fauit-iHendiing Model CARE III

24
cE(I'Uaukovmedel

t 2 C11 4~t (1-0MV

6.9.10 bours

0 ; Fault-free state Fig. 5 Untoehaility of the system

Fit. 3 CARE III applied to system in Fig I1 '21:1 Mo.C hsfilie and was 2 0lCIlI
S disconnected from ba

In Fig. 3, the I'eult-hassJ liK mo1e1 is applied. Is3.4.6 Pld fcnetdt bu . 2 .O
to the faults in modules X and Y as Well as the
non-latent faults in the recovery mechanism. The
recover from the error) will be equal to the ratio a C9
of the non-fetal faults to the total number of 1 2 excilifaults (non-latent). Faoult-frele state)1.2i0 -I System failure]

sum CEIIl u.4.6.9 2li) 185.7 ..s exl a 2C1
Sum CE310234....1 .2.3:6.a.i0 ... 3681

Latent fault rNo-f6ea fault In Y With
Since the system is very simple and the clock lwitct fault In sic

cycle Is many orders of magnitude smaller than the C9
mean time between faults, the parameters r(t') and
1(tw) are both assumed to be large and constant, fig.G6 Reliabiiity model sPecific to system in Fig I

~N
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The reliability of the whole systm will be the REFERENCES
product of the rellabllites calculated from the
abeve two models (Figs. 3 and 4). [Arnold 7?] T.F. Arnold. "The Concept of Coverage

and its Effect on the Reliability Model or a
Unreliability(t)a Repairable System,* Proc. FTCS-2. Newton,

i-[l-P 3
Fnon.latent)]OE'-P(SFten)] Masachusetts, 1972. pp. 200-204.

where Fnon.latent denotes the event of a system EBavuao 841 S.J. Bavuso, "A User's View of CAREfailure due to a non-latent fault and Procedings of the 1984 Annual
Slatent Reliability and Maintainability Symposium. pp.

denoteas the event or a system failure due to a
latent fault. Let 2z be the failure rate of any 017-0??, January 1984.
gate. latch, or fanout branch In the circuit and [8ridgma 801 N. Bridgma and W. Ness, "Automated
assue that theUltrarlability Models: A Review" Proceedings
likely, each with a failure rate or z. The or the 198 Annual Reliability and
ungellability Is shown in Fig. 5 ror z x 0.0001 / Maintainability Symposium9 January 1984. pp.
10 hours C111 82] along with a plot of an 396-402.
unreliabillty prediction for the same cystem
calculated from a arkov model specific to the (Geist 83) R.N. Geit and K.S. Trivedi, "Ultra-High
system under atudy (FIE. 6). Reliability Prediction for Fault-Tolerant Computer

S UMAY and CONCLU310S Systems." IEEE Trans. Compet., December 1984.

(Hopkins 78] A. Hopkins. T. Basil Smith and J.
A very simple redundant Syste9 was designed. Lala. OFTHP- A Highly Reliable Fault-Tolerant

It oonsista of two Identical modules, one active Multiprocessor for Aircraft," Froc. IEEE. Vol.
and the other a powered back-up spare. The 66. No. 10, October 1978. pp. 1221-1239.
recovery mechaniam consiats of a detector and a

[witch. The faults were divided into five classes ELoq 761 J. Loasq. "A Highly Efficient Redundancy
assuming Single stuck-at faust model. The Scheme: Self-Purging Redundancy." 1EE Trans.
olaaifioeat im of the faults was determined by a Coput., June 1976.
Daisy aEgalOgician. The five fsult olasses were

then used to determine the coverage parameters for (Nil 82 U.3. Department of Defense. "Military
the fault-handling model in CARE Ill. Even though Handbook: Reliability Prediction of Electronic
Only one type of failure (permanent) was modeled, Equipment- , 

NIL-DBK-217D. January 1982.
it was found that the fault-hand ting (coverage)
model had to be used twice to account for the EHg 80] Y. Ng and A. Avizienis, *A Unified
latent failures in the recovery mechanism. Eaeh Reliability Model for Fault-Tolerant Computers."
time the model was used. a different set of IEEE Trans. Coput., November 1980.
coverage parameters was calculated.

A reliability model specific to the system, was tOgus 741 t. Ogus. "Fault-Tolerance of the
Alan built and the results were compared to those Iterative Cll Switch Design for Hybrid
obtained with the models In CARE Ill. It was found Redundancy, IEEE Trans. Comput.. July 1974.
that CARE III gives a conservative estimate of the
reliability of the system. (Trivedl 811)-K.S. Trivedi and R.N. Geist, "A

1n eonolusion, the failures in the recovery Tutorial on the CARE XX Approach to Reliability
mechanism made it necessary to madapt" CARE XX in ModelLng." NASA Contractor Report 3488. December
order to accurately represent the system. Even 1981.
though CARE XX does not distingslah between active
and stand-by spare modules, It fives a conservative ETrivedi 831) K.S. Trivedi and R.N4. Geist.
estimate of the reliability of a stand-by redundant "DecopoRition In Reliability Analysis of Fault-
system. Tolerant Systems." IEEE Trans. Comput., December
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PROPERTIES OF T2AVI1ENT ERRO1S DUE TO POWER SUPPLY DISTURBANCES

Mario L. Cortes, Edward J. McCluskey,
Kenneth D. Wagner and David J. Lu

CENTER FOR RELIABLE COMPUTING
Computer Systems Laboratory

Stanford University. Stanford, CA 94305

ABSTRACT errors were caused by delay effects. In another
experiment, a metastability detector was built in
order to analyze the output waveforms of the

This paper shows that failures caused by circuits under test. It was found that power
power supply disturbances can be modeled as delay supply disturbances can cause metastability. The
faults. This conclusion results from experiments circuits implemented for the experimental work are
where voltage sags are injected in the power supply described in Sec. 2. The experimental procedure
rails of gate arrays and breadboard circuits. The and data analysis is presented in Sec. 3 followed
susceptibility of the circuits to the occurrence of by the conclusions in Sec. 4. Preliminary results
errors increases with clock frequency. This on power supply disturbances are presented In ELu
dependency can be attributed to the increase In 84] and [Cortes 85].
propagation delay with lower power supply voltages.
Errors are caused by violation of timing 2 DESCRIPTION OF TUE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
constraints of the circuits. It was also found
that supply disturbances can cause metastability, The Circuits utilized in the experiment are

the detector chip, the detector breadboards and the
I INTRODUCTION metastability detector. A description of the chip

and the hardware utilized in the experiment can be
Power supply disturbances are known to cause found in (Lu 84] and (Wakerly 82]. A brief

errors in the operation of digital systems. In the description of the circuits is presented next.
literature ((Allan 83] [Chesney 83]), the 2.1 DETECTOR CHIP. This chip was proposed by
susceptibility of circuits to power supply (McCluskey 81]. Its sole purpose is to monitor
disturbances has been characterized by measurements itself for temporary errors. In this experiment,
where logic gates with constant input signals have the detector chip used Is a CH0 gate array
their power supply disturbed. By using constant fabricated by STC (Storage Technology Corporation).
Inputs, the important effect of power disturbances Figure 1 shows the elements of the detector chip
on propagation delay Is underestimated and noise and their interconnections. The basic cel1 is a
Imlunity problems are assumed to be the only cause set of three XORs wired in such a way that it has
of errors. This is not a reasonable assumption In the following interesting properties: the complete
systems where logic signals are changing with time, test set consists of all combinations of even-
Experimental results show that propagation delay weight 3-bit vectors; any even-weight input vector
variation Is the dominant effect and that noise produces the ame vector at the output; any odd-
Imunity plays a small role in error occurrence, weight input vector produces an even-weight output
This paper saw that failures caused by power vector; therefore when the complete test set
supply disturbances can be modeled as delay faults. (Fig. 1) is applied, the output lines of the cell
Experiments were performed on a C00 gate array and match their inputs. Fifteen basic cells are
breadboard circuits implemented with 74HC and 74LS cascaded to form a ebalm. If the circuit is
catalog parts. it was found that the error-free the output of a chain Is a delayed
susceptibility of the circuits to power supply version of the input patterns. A set of Flip-Flops
voltage disturbances is related to the operating is added to synchronize the signals. An equality
frequency. Errors are more likely to occur as checker built out of 3 XNORs and an AND gate
operating frequency increases. In the breadboards, provides an active-low error signal denoted LAE for
the error maechanim was observed directly by Look-Ahead Error.
monitoring voltage waveforms at internal nodes. It 2.2 DETECTOR BREADBOARDS. In order to permit
was found that, In most Cases, errors were caused the observation of internal signals, a discrete
by violation of timing constraints due to the version of the detector chip was built. It
increase of gate propagation delay during the consists of one module made of 10 basic cells
disturbances. In the gate array, internal (Fig. 2). A clock generator, a 3-channel
waveforms could not be observed directly. In order progrmmable pattern generator and a voltage level
to analyze the internal behavior, logic simulation translator (open collector inverters 54S05) are
was performed on a gate array model. All output also included on the same board. The power supply
waveforms observed experimentally were successfully disturbances are applied to the circuit under test
reproduced by the logic simulation, confirming that (Fig. 2). The rest of the board is supplied with 5

V DC. The clock and pattern generators are



implemented with 74LS parts. The portion of the 3 IPERIrNENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
board that Is subjected to disturbances (circuit
under test, Fig. 2) was implemented with T4HC In this section the various experimental
catalog parts in the COS breadboard and with procedures are presented and the data is analyzed.
74LS catalog parts in the 1.STT. breadboard. A sequence of different experiments was performed

on both the detector chip and detector breadboards.
3.1 DETECTOR CHIP. Two types of disturbances

Cl ~ ~were applied: DC and Pulsed (negative pulses). The
e01C jsusceptibility of the chip to disturbances was
et C0 measured by increasing the magnitude of the

.r disturbance until the first error was observed at
Basic Call Chain the LAE output pin. The magnitude of the

I 01 r IU- CAME, disturbance is denoted AVDD- Low values Of &VDD
Cl Indicate poor tolerance to disturbances.

L 4-MCHAIN T" IData 1 D 0

TDl.reg Cetector Circuit Dlyclk

Fig. 1: The Detector Circuit Clk Data Line

And Its Building Blocks

C k

DistrbedPmerSuppy Dlclk Window

n. kLAE Data -N Error Error
fgTransition'F"- i-

Fig. 3: The Metastabllity Detector
r g chainYout

fog - Zout

DC vs Pulsed. A first set of experiments
fpen- was conducted to study the effect of duration of

the disturbances on error occurrence. It Was found

drivers generator generator that AVDD is Insensitive to pulse-width variations
S(1, 2, 4 and 7 microsec. were used). Furthermore,
the same value of AVDD Was measured for DC

disturbances. This is not surprising since
propagation delays and transients are much shorter
than I microsecond. AVDD may exhibit a non-

negligible sensitivity to pulse width for very
2.3 METASTABILITY DETECTOR. This circuit Is short duration disturbances (100 nsec or shorter).

actually a late transition detector and was based However, voltage sags with such short duration are
on a circuit suggested by Greg Freeman (Fig. 3) very rare [Key 78]. Therefore, it Was reasonable
[Freeman 851. An error signal is generated to limit the experiments to DC disturbances only,
whenever a data transition occurs after DLYCLK and extend the results to typical pulsed
rising edge. The counter contents Indicate the disturbances. The remaining experiments were
error rate. This circuit was implemented in high- conducted using DC only.
performance CH0 parts (74HC). This is an DC Disturbanes. Figure 14 shows the
appropriate scheme to detect metastability when It variation of the tolerance to disturbance (AVDD)
Is Impossible to access the output of the with clock frequency for the COS gate array. The
metastable memory elsement. This is the case for nominal supply voltage is 5 V. One can Identify two
the detector chip and the breadboard detectors regions In the plot: 1) a flat regies (VDD a 3.4
where all signals are buffered. When metastoble
signals (metastable voltage levels) drive the V) for frequencies below 2.5 MHz, that shows a weak
buffers, their outputs are likely to be observed dependency on frequency; and 2) a region where the
externally as valid logic signals because of the tolerance to disturbances decreases monotonically
high gain of the buffers. Half of the with frequency (from 2.5 MHz up to 12 MHz) that
metastability occurences result in late transitions will be referred to as the frequeey-depedot
at the buffier output region.

At low frequencies (flat region) it was

originally thought that errors occurred only
because of noise margin violations: VDD was too low

to guarantee the VIH, VIL for the CHOS gates.



There is now evidence that other effects may disturbance magnitude (AVDD) was increased and the
contribute to this behavior as well (Section 3.2).

In the frequency-dependent region, delay error output LAKE was observed for errors. In the1y data points labeled Input Error, AVDis the
effects were dominant. Errors were caused by deDD
violations of timing constraints due to the disturbance magnitude to cause an incorrect vector
increase of gate propagation delay during the at S0 (Chain input in Fig. 2). The CHOS and LSTTL
disturbances. For example, at 10 MHz and for breadboards exhibit a similar behavior to the gate
disturbances larger than 2.3 V (Fig. 4), the delay array (Fig. 4).
through the combinational logic of the detector
chip (the chain in Fig. 1) is longer than the clock
period (100 nsec.). The increase In propagation Vdd AVdd (V)
delay with lower supply voltages occurs in CHOS and 1.0 4.0
LSITL logic and Is discussed in EWagner 85). Input Error

2.0 3.0
Vdd *AVdd (V) 4 Stages

1.5 3.5
3.0 2.0

2.0 3.0

2.5 2.5 4.0 1.0 CMOS Bredaid 10 Stages

3.0 2.0

3.0 1.5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f (MHz)
4.0 1.0
4.S 0.5 fIg. 5: Tolerance to Power Supply

Disturbances vs frequency

.0 (MHZ) for the CMOS breadboard

Fig. 4: Tolerance To Power Supply
Disturbances ve Frequency

for the Gate Array Vdd -AVdd (V)
2.0 3.0 Input Error

Internal nodes of the gate array could not be 2.5 2.5.
observed directly. In order to confirm that the
observed output waveforms resulted from delay 3.0 2.0
effects, a logic simulation model of the gate array 3.5 1.5
was implemented on a Hegalogicion Logic Simulator
(Daisy Systems Corp.). In the simulation model, 4.0 1.0
the gates have a constant delay, the clock 4.01.
frequency is varied and errors occur because of 4.5 0.S
timing Constraint violations. This is equivalent
to having the clock frequency fixed and varying the S.0 0.0 1. .
gate delay parameter in the logic simulation model. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 f (MHz)
In this way, the external behavior of a circuit- Fig. 6: Tolerance to Power Supply
level dependency (delay vs power supply) can be Disturbances vs frequency
studied with a logic level equivalent model (timing for the LSTTL breadboard
constraint violation). The analysis of the circuit
was substantially simplified by the use of the
logic simulation tool. All the output waveforms
observed experimentally were successfully The error mechanism was observed by probing
reproduced by the logic simulation. This confirms the breadboards. Increases In disturbance
that transient errors due to power supply magnitude (AVDD) caused the signal transitions at
disturbances, in the frequency-dependent region, the chain output (510 in Fig. 2) to approach the
can be modeled as delay faults. clock edge. An error was detected by LAE when set-

3.2 CMOS AND LSTTL BREADBOARD DETECTORS. up time was violated, at S10. This observation led
Similar experiments were performed on breadboard to the conjecture that metastability can occur.
versions of the gate array: the CMOS Breadboard The shape of the curves depend on the
(74HC catalog parts) and the LSTrL Breadoard variation of delay-per-gate with supply voltage and
(74LS TTL catalog parts). The breadboards allow length of the longest delay path in the system.
reconfiguration of the chain (changes in chain When the chain length in the CMOS breadboard was
length) and easy observation of the error changed from 10 to 4 stages (Fig. 5), the tolerance
mochanisms. The results are presented in Fig. S to disturbances increased from 1.20 V to 2.57 V (at
for the CMOS breadboard and in Fig. 6 for the LSTTL 8 MHz).
breadboard. The data points labeled 10 stages, i In the flat region, as the disturbance
stages were obtained on CMOS breadboards having Increased, erroneous input vectors appeared at the
different chain lengths (number of cells); the chain input (SO, Fig. 2). This erroneous injection



was responsible for the shape of the flat region In voltage / propagation-delay dependency [Wagner 85).
the plots. This was caused by timing degradation
in the CHOS breadboard and noise imunity problems ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
in the LSTTL breadboard.

3.3 METASTABILITY. Measurements with the This work was supported in part by
CHOS breadboard (Section 3.2) showed that the International Business Machines (IBM) under a
conditions for Metastability wre present. For contract with Palo Alto Research Associates (PARA),
some combined frequency and voltage conditions, Palo Alto, CA 94303, in part by the Brazilian
set-up time violations were observed. The goal of National Comission for Nuclear Energy (CHNE) and
this experiment was to detect metastability using in part by the Innovative Science and Technology
the circuit described in Section 2 (Fig. 3). No Office of the Strategic Defense Initiative
attempt was made to fully characterize the Organization administered through the Office of
metastability. Metastability was detected in both Naval Research under Contract No. N00014-85-K-0600.
the CMOS breadboard and the detector chip. For The authors are grateful to John Zazio, now with
simplicity, only the CHOS breadboard experiment is AIDA Corporation, for his help in producing the
described here. The signals labeled Xout, Yout' detector CMOS gate-array Chip. The logic
Zout (Fig. 2) were connected (one at a time) to the simulation was performed on a Megalogician
data input of the metastability detector (Fig. 3). workstation provided by Daisy Systems Co. (Mountain
Both circuits used the same clock signal. The View, CA).
window in Fig. 3 represents the minimum duration of
Metastable states which would cause an error count. REFERENCES
For 4.0 MHz and VDD a 2.32 V metastabllity was r an 83] Alan Allan, "Noise Immunity of 0405
detected. Note that this voltage is precisely VDD versus Popular Bipolar Logic Families",
for 4.0 MHz in Fig. 5. The occurrence was very Ngtorola Application Notes, AN-708A, 1983.
sensitive to voltage and frequency. Any drop in [Chesney 83] T. Chesney and R. Funk, "Noise
the power supply voltage caused the condition to Immunity of COS/MOB B-Series Integrated
disappear. The error rates observed (late Circuits", RCA Appi. Notes, ICAN-6587, 1983.
transitions count) are shoewn in Table 1. [Cort03 85] M. L. Cortes, "Experiments on Power

Supply Disturbances in C040 Gate Arrays", PAI
TABLE 1: Metastability Error-Rate versus Duration Tech. Rep. MC85-1. Apr. 85.

[Freeman 85] Greg Freemen, "Metastability, a
Window (nsec) rate (late transitions / see) Perspective for Designers", EE385A, CSL,40 very high Stanford U.. Stanford CA, 94305, June 3, 1985.

60 320 (Key 78] Lt. T. S. Key, "Diagnosing Power Quality-r' 80 2 Related Computer Problems", IEEE 1978 Iad. &; 100 0 Cam. Power 313n. Coat., pp. 48-69.

[Lu 841 D. J. Lu, " Experiments in Logic PowerThis experiment shows that metastability can Supply Disturbances", PAUA Tech. Rep. DLB4-1,
occur in fully synchronous systems as well. Dec. 814.

(McCluskey 81] E. J. McClukey and J. F. Wakerly,
'4 SUMMART AND CONCLUSIONS "A Circuit for Detecting and Analysing Temporary

Failures", Sprims Compeon, Feb. 81, pp. 317-One of the consequences of the power- 321.
supply/delay dependency is that computer systems (Wagner 85] K. Wagner and E. J. McCluskey, "Effect
designed with tight timing will tolerate only very of Supply Voltage on Circuit Propagation Delay
small power supply disturbances. As an example, and Test Applications", 1985 lit. Conf. on
suppose the COS breadboard is operating with a 10% Computer-Aided Design, Santa Clara, CA, 1985.
delay margin at 5 V / 9.3 MHz. It will tolerate a (Wakerly 821 J. F. Wakerly, "Detector Chip Data
maximum voltage dip of 0.5 V (Fig. 5). This Sheet", PARA Tech. Mem. 82-3, Jun. 82.
tolerance may be further reduced by other factors
like parameter variations, temperature variation,
noise, etc. In applications where speed is not
critical, the lowest clock frequency to meet the
specifications should be used, thereby improving
the tolerance to power disturbances. Digital
systems used for process control in industrial

+. . plants are examples of such systems. When general
purpose computer systems are used they are exposed
to unnecessary risk because usually the clock
frequency is factory preset to obtain high
performance (tight timing). Evidence of
metastability was a byproduct of the experiments.
It wa shown that metastability can occur in a
fully synchronous environment. The experimental
results and conclusions presented here can be
extended to other logic families with supply-
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ABSTRACT This paper presents a new self-testing scheme so

that test time can be reduced to one-half compared
A concurrent built-in logic block observation to the BILBO approach. The concurrent BILBO
(CBILBO) technique for on-chip or on-board self- (CBILBO) [Wang 85) is constructed in such a manner
test is presented in this paper. This technique is that, during self-testing, consecutive logic blocks

derived by combining the scan and BILBO techniques are simultaneously tested. If exhaustive or
together. It allows test pattern generation and pseudo-exhaustive test patterns CMcCluskey 84a]
response analysis to be performed simultaneously [Wang 861 are used, the CBILBO can achieve 100%
during self-testing. With this approach, test time single stuck fault coverage.
is reduced to one-half compared to the BILBO
approach, and is much less than with the scan 2 BUILT-I1 LOGIC BLOCK OBSERVER (BILBO)
approach.

The structure described in [Konemann 80J applies to
1 INTRODUCTION circuits that can be partitioned Into independent

modules (logic blocks). Each module is assumed to
Design for testability (DFT) techniques [McCluskey have its own input and output registers, or such
84b] can be used to reduce test cost of VLSI/board registers are added to the circuit where necessary.
circuits. Two DFT techniques that are commonly The registers are redesigned so that for test

-.- used are scan testing [cCluskey 84b] (Williams 73] purposes they can act as either autonomous LFSRs
. [Eichelberger 77] and built-in self-test (McCluskey (TFGs) for test generation or MISAs for signature

85a] EHcClujkay 85b] [Wang 85). analysis. The redesigned register is called a
BILBO (Built-in logic block observer).

Scan testing requires that every D flip-flop (D-FF)
and D-latch be reconfigurable Into a scan path D-FF The BILBO is operated in four modes: normal mode,
(SPFF) (Willias 73] [McCluskey 81] or an LSSD reset mode, test generation or signature analysis
Shift register latch (SRL) (Eichelberger 77). Test mode, and scan mode. This technique is most
patterns and output responses are scanned in and suitable for circuits that can be partitione so
out of the chip or board during test mode. With that input and output registers of the resulting
this approach, sequential logic can be transformed modules can be reconfigured independently. If
into combinational logic and test logic is self- consecutive modules have to be tested
testable. However, test time can be very long due simultaneously, since the test generation and
to the serial scan in-and-out property, signature analysis modes cannot be separated, the

signature data from the previous module must be
Built-in self-test (BIST) requires that test used s test patterns for the next module. In this
patterns be applied using on-chip or on-board test case, a detailed simulation is required In order to
pattern generators (TPGs) and output responses be achieve 100% single stuck fault coverage.
compacted to a single word (signature) using output
response analyzers (ORAs). The TPG can be a binary 3 MODIFIED BILBO (NBILBO)
counter, a syndrome driver counter (Barzilai 81], a
constant weight counter (oClukey 84a], a built-In One technique that overcomes the above BILBO
logic block observer (BILBO) (Konemann 80], or a problem is described in (McCluskey 81]. It uses an
linear feedoack shift register (LFSR) (Wang 86]. additional control input to separate test
The ORA is usually a multiple-input or parallel generation mode from signature analysis mode, and
signature analyzer (MISA) [Konemann 80] which is an eliminates propagation gate delay by integrating
LFSR with an Exclusive-OR (XOR) gate placed at the* the additional circuitry into the original flip-
data Input of each SPFF or SRL (Benowitz 75] flop design.
(Frohwerk 77]. The TVG and the MISA can be

I * reconfigured from the corresponding input and Such a modified BILBO (MBILBO) design is shown
output registers of the circuit under test in Fig. 1. It is a revised version of the design
(McCluskey 81], respectively. A BILBO can also be given In [McCluskey 81], where only three modes of
employed to serve the above purposes. If BILBOs operation are considered: normal mode, test
are used, to achieve 100% single stuck fault generation mode, and signature analysis mode. The
coverage, consecutive logic blocks must be either modification is obtained from the original BILBO by
tested at different times or tested alternately as adding one more OR gate to each ZI Input. The
described In (Willias 83]. control Input B3 is alwys set to 0 except when the

register has to be configured into a TPG. In that
0 L.T. Wang is also with Digital Design Automation, case, 83 is set to 1. Fig. 2 shows an MBILBO one-

Daisy Systems Corp., Hountain View, CA 94039. cell structure which integrates the additional
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circuitry into a D flip-flop. With this approach, use of the concurrent BILBO (CDILBO) approach
all 1BILBO inputs are effectively placed in presented here can reduce test time to one-half.
parallel, and thus no additional Late delay is
introduced. There may be some decrease in speed The CBILBO combines the design of a TPG and an MISA
due to increased loading, together. It generates test patterns and compacts

output responses simulataneously during self-
B1 82 83 Operation Mode testing. The CBILBO can be implemented using

either D flip-flops (D-FFs) or D-latches.
I 1 0 Norna
0 1 0 Reset Fig. 3 shows a 3-stage CBILBO using D-FFs. Each
1 0 0 Signature anaysis CBILBO stage consists of signature logic (including
1 0 1 Test generation an AND gate and an XOR gate), a D-FF, and a two-
0 0 0 Scan port D-FF. The top 3 D-FFs and signature logic

constitute a 3-stage MISA and the bottom two-port
Zi Z2 Z3 D-FFs constitute a 3-stage TPG.

2B3B1 B2 Operation Mode

B2 
0 Normal

B, 1 Scan
0 1 Test generation and Sinature analysis

D DI Z Z2 Z3

Scan-in SCK 0i 02 Scan-Out/03 0 D 0 D - D 0

Figure 1. A 3-stage moxled BILBO (MBILBO). IK._-_W"IK CK -0 CK

U I- D 0 2 D 0 -I- 2D 0

Zi SCK

B3
B2 83 Scan-In B2 SCK 01 02 03

81 92 Figure 3. A 3-Mage oonriure BILBO (CSLBO) using D-FFs.

zi This D-FF type CBILSO is controlled by two controlZIinputs, 81 and 82. When 8320, the circuit is
aloperated in normal mode. It functions as3t

parallel read-in register with the inputs Zigte
21 directly Into the two-port D flip-flops. when 81.1

SCK4 4 D j and 82z1, the register Is configured into a serial
read-in shift register. Test data can be scanned-
in via the serial input port or scanned-out via the
s aerial output port. Setting 81u0 and 02:1 converts

K 1the register Into a combination of a TPG and an
(A) One-cel st ickwe (9) Gate-levl design NISA. Fig. 4 shows a CBILBO one-cell structure

Figure2. An MBILBOone-coflstmicture. which integrates the additional circuitry into the
flip-flop. With this approach, no additional gate
delay is introduced although some speed degradation

4a COICUERINT BILBO (CDILBO) may still exist.

In the MBILBO approach, system registers (either Fig. 5 shows a 3-stage CBILBO using D-latches. Its
input or output registers) are reconfigured into functions are controlled by four non-overlapping
either TPGs or HISAs, but not both at the sare clocks (SCK, TCK, CK2 and CK3) and two control
time. To achieve 100% single stuck fault coverage, inputs (B1 and 82). Each CBIL90 one-cell structure
this requires that consecutive modules be tested at consists of signature logic (including two AND
different times or tested alternately. For gates and one XOR gate), and three D-latches (LI,
circuits where test time is a critical parameter, L2 and L3). The L1 and L2 latches act as one TPG

* -. '



stage (a two-port D-FF) to generate test patterns Clocks B1 82 Operation Mode
to the next circuit under test (CUT). The
signature logic and the LI and L3 latches act as SCK/CK2 1 0 Noffmall
one MISA stage (a D-FF) to compact output responses TCK/CK2 0 1 Scan
from the previous CUT. Fig. 6 shows a gate-level SCKICK2ICK3 0 0 Reset
design of the CBILBO one-cell structure using D- SCK/CK3/TCK/CK2 1 1 Test generation and Signature analysis
l atc hes. The structure is very similar to the
stable SRI (SSRL) for Interfacing LSSD logic to ZI Z2 Z3
non-LSSD logic (DasGupta 81].

+L3 82

CK3

S KSCK L lL

ZICK 40 2 Sa~t

Xl DO +13

CK +2 Figure 5. A 3-siage concurrent 91180 (CR1180) using 0-lches.

X2 20 0 +L2
82 SEL 81

SCK CK SCK

82 CK3
X2 -82 L3 W +3

SCK LI

Z1TCK 12 401+2

(A) One-cal structure (9) Gate-level design CK2

Figure 4. A C81190 one-can structure using D-FFs. (A) One-cell structure

In summary, the D-latch type CBILBO requires three Z
additional non-overlapping clocks compared to the B1
D-FF type CEILBO. However, unlike the CBILBO which
Uses D-FFs and has an inevitable, essential hazard
[McCluskey 86J. this CBILBO using D-latches is CK3 3
hazard-free. 82

X1
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A modi fied 81190 (MBILBO) design is first
presented. Com pa red to the original BILBO
[Konsmann 80], this 1481130 separates test
generation mode from signature analysis mode. and X2
is thus suitable for built-in self-test. By +L2
Integrating the additional circuitry Into the
system registers, no additional gate delay Is TCK
introduced. Design of two kinds of concurrent

aBILBOs (CBILB0s) Using D flip-flops (D-FFs) and D- CK2
latches are then discussed. Both CBILBs further (8) Gte~evl design
reduce test time to one-half compared to the BILBO
or 1481180 approach. Figure 6. A CR1180 one-cell structure using D-latches.
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Table 1 compares various design approaches. It Can ability," Proc., 14th Design Automation Conf.,
be seen that the proposed CBILBO (either D-FF type pp. 462-468, Las Vegas, Nevada, June 1977.
or 0-latch type), like the LSSD SRL, the stable SRL EFrohwork 77] Frohwerk, R.A., "Signature Analysis:(SSRL) [DasGupta 81., and the BILDO, has some A Now Digital Field Service Method,- Hewlett-
disadvantages. For example, it needs more pins;, It Packard Journal, pp. 2-8, Kay 1977.
increases hardware overhead; and It may Introduce
additional Nate delay during normal operation. EKonemann 803 Konemann, B., 3. Mucha, and G.

Zwiehoff, "Built-in Test for Complex Digital
Although there Is slight performance degradation Integrated Circuits." IEEE J. Solid-State
due to the addition of extra gate delay In the D- Circuits, PP. 315-318, June 1980.
latch type CBILBO. both CBILB03 offer many distinct EHoCluskey 81) McCluskey, E.J., and S. Dozorgui-
features. First, they have all the benefits Nesbat, "Design for Autonomous Test," IEEE
offered by the scan approach. For example, any Trans. on Circuits and Systems, pp. 1070-1079,
sequential logic can be transformed into Nov. 1981.
combinational logic and test logic is still s*lf-
testable. Secondly, they allow interfacing 1.550 [McCluskey 84ia] McCluskey, E.J., "Verification
logic with non-LSSD logic as offered by the SSRL Testing -- A Pseudo-Exhaustive Test Technique,"
approach. Thirdly, neither software test IEEE-TC, pp. 5141-546. June 19814.
generation nor fault simulation ore required as3 in cluky8b LlkO EJ." Srvyothe 511.80 approach. Finally, test time i3smuch MDe skey fo eb iclusyEJ Sca ehi uey ofS
less than with the scan approach, and can be one- Dein frTsalty SnTchqu," V I
half the test time of the BILBO or MBILBO approach. Design, PP. 38-61, Dec. 19814.

(McCluskey 55a] McCluskey, E.J., "Built-In Self-
ACKNOWLEDGMNTS Test Techniques," IEEE Design A Test of

Computers, pp. 21-28. April 1985.
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TaOl 1. CSLDSO annf~arbon wkth other designs.

Stable D-FF D.Ltch
Paramete vs. Type D4.alldh SIR. BLBO IMBILBO SR. CBLBO CBILBO

PiCount 3 7 6 7 9 a 11
CbloIet Pins 1 3 3 4 4 3 6
IHardware Ovefhlead 1 2-3 3-4 3-4 3-4 4-5 4-5
Exta Gale Dlays 0 0 1-2 0 0 0 2
Teet Data Stomp*e N I I N 2 2
Tom Tkma * 3,42 2 -v2 , 1 1

~:Vakti are given by rato. N: Nukntel of teoo patens for each scan path.
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SESSION XIII: VLSI MODELING AND PACKAG ING frequenciea (lmelqiw 2.5-%Mllz fair lisp gate array) atid (2) a frequenlv
dallpenrdent region (abov'e 2.51%liz for flip gate array) where the toier-
once to disturbances decreases as lite clock Irequil increase.. 'Ilme

THAM13.: M9 I@IPsvm vppy Diturlantn i DigtalCircit* three curves exhibit the wine behavior:lte C311S ioreadlotlr. a. a
THA 134: odelin Psm~uplyDisurbnce inDiial wcutsmall flat regtion. noticeable in an expanded plait. I'he shape oi lip

Maner L.. Corral Edward J. McCloskey, curve depends orn flip varuillos tof lelay -peor-gale withll, w.li vorltage

Kovini D WanerDavd J.L uand length of the longest delay pallh in the system.
kenesh. Wgn~.OaidJ LuFor low frequenciesa(flat region). noiae-aimmuilty problems are

Stanford University (trip of the causes of the obiserved error%. Is. lte frequeimc) Ar.pemrilo
region, delay effects are dominant. Frrors di-cur bec-auser. duringt the

StanordColldisturbances. gale propagation delay increses and timing robflstraint.
are violated. The inc'rease tin prsmpsalasi delay witl. lower oui1%
voltagea occurs in Cit) and ISMT. logic and was discusserd earliert

In the gale array experimentl, internal nodes could riol tie tobalrie
POWER SUPPLY DISTURBANCES are known to cause errors in the directly. To confirm that errors were caused by delay effects. a lugii

$.operation of digital systens. In the literature' . the osaetifiility of simulationi model of the paie array was built. All waveforms ,mlotaimlipil
- icurlta to power aupply diaturbances (PSD) has been characterized by experimentally were successfully reproiduced by the logaic alamuldll~n

mesamemens whene logic gates with constant input aifinals have their Thia confimna that trasient errors date to power suppl) dmstsrarraes
power supply disturbed. By using conatant inputs, the important effect in lte frequencydependsmg region, a-an he modeled as 4Jls fsall..
of power disturbanoce. on propagation delay is underestimated and . In the breadboard expenimenta. it was possible lt observei tihe
nois imunity problems are assumed to be the only camse of errors. error mechanisam directly. lmscreasmg distu'baimcescauerd signallira".,i
In syatems where logic signalsi are changing with time. this is not a tions at the input of Tri-rag ( Figure I ) to approach the clock edge.P
remahl assmption. Experimental ressul show that propagation An error wast detected by [Al' when set-up lime was vriolated. Tis
delay variation is the dominant effect and that noise immunity plays observationi led tit Ihe conjecture that metastability cam occur.
a mual role in errof occurrence. It will be shown in this paper that A metastability detector was built (late transationr detector).irid
failures eaowed by power supply disturbances can be modeled as delay metrastaile states laaing 110i. or shlmirer were sletlrol. liii w
(sfults, that psower supply dista ranc-es ran rotor meistalailit 5 (eve ti a

The subjects of the experiments wera: a CMOS gate arisya and fully synchronous circuit).
duerte versions of the gate arla insplemented with catalog portas. Its another experiment with lite CMOtS breadboard. the lertili mit
Figure I shows the loi diagram of the circuit used in the experiment the longest delay pathi in the circuit was changed by reducing fipe
(detector circuit? It consists of cascaded basic cells. synchronizing number of basic cells in the chairn (F~igure I ) from 1l0 it) . The shape
elementsl and checking circuitry. When the complete teat set for the or the curve (toot shown here) varied arlm'srdirsll aid tImIe timleramee lt
Exclusive Ols (XORa)(Figure 1) is applied to a basic cell it& output supply voltage disturbanarr was higher foral sohorter path rircrlt.
signals match the input signal Therefore, if the circuit is error-free One of thve conssequenceis of lte power-supplyldelay dependenc
the output of a chain isa delayed version of the input pattern and the is that computer systems designed with tight timing will tolerate total%
virsor output signal (LAE) is inactive, very small power stily dial irhares. As s example. suppomie tie

The experimental[ condtionatwere as follows: Voltage dips (nega LC40S breadboard is operating with a 10% delay margin at ~V/9.l!,ll,.
%ie pudse) werle injcted in the power rails of the detector circuits It will tolerate a maximum voltage dip of 0.5V Figure 2. This triler-
whil the comaplete test met wast repeatedly applied to its inputs said aonce may be reduced further by other factors. l parameter vansa.
the error output (LAE) observed with an oscilloscope. For a givens tions, tempeoraturel variation, noise, etc.
oapralting frequency the magnitude of the disturbances increased until In applications where speed is not critical, the lowest clock (re-
the fadt error was observed. Only dc disturbances were used; pulse queiicy to meet l1me apecifiaiomns shrould her used. thereby imporoving
duration longer then device propagation delay. This is areasonable the tolerance to power disturbance. D~igital systems used for proces
smplificationmines hort power supply diturbaces (I 00naor shorter) control in industrial plants are examples of such system. Wheat
we very ran 4 . peimral-purpose coputer systems are used they are exposed IA. urmime.

Figure 2 shows the dependency of disturbance magnitude (A V1)D) ceasary risk blcause usually the clock frequency is factory preset Ito
on clock frequency for the three circuits: the CMOS gale array (detec. obtain high performance (tight timing).
tor chip) and the CMOS (0MOS breadboard) and LsTI'L (L-SM L Thte experimenrtal results arid ctonlusions poresentied castlo Ire toeded
bmeadoad) discete versions. The nominal supply voltage is 5V. it)oilther logic families with potwer-sirpplyvltaelprrisgzatiimdelsv

e dependency.
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DESIGN OF CMOS VLSI CIRCUITS FOR TESTABILITY

Dick L Liti and Edward J. McCluslcey

Center for Reliable Computing. Computer Systems Laboratory
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Stanford University. Stanford, Caliornia 94305 USA

ABSTRACT 2 A TESTABLE CMOS LOGIC CIRCUIT DESIGN

This paper describes a design technique which facilitates This section describes a technique for designing testable
testing for stuck-open faults in CMOS VLSI circuits with scan-path. In CMOS combinational circuits. The proposed technique is based
this technique. the combinational circuitry is implemented with upon two assumptions about the CUT. Firt it assumnes that there is
specially, designed gates which can be tested with a simplified 2- only one sop fault In the CUT. Second. the combinational part of the
pattern test for stuck-open faults. The simlid 2-pattern lest CUT does not contain transmission gates.
cannot be invalidated by arbitrary circuit delays and it can be applied
through the scan-path by specialty designed shill register latches. 2.1 A fully complementary gale structure

I INTRODUCTION A CMOS combinational circuit Is constructed by
Interconnecting CMOS gates. Figure I shows a block diagram of a

Due to advances In VLSI technology, hundreds and CMOS gate which consists of a puil-up network of PFETs (po-net) and
thousands ofdevices can bet farcated on anICchip. A VLSI rouit a pul-down network of NFETs (n-nt). Most CMOS gates used in a
is extremely difficult to test due to its high device--i ratio. To logic circuit are what may be referred to as fully complemrentary gates.
alleviate this testing problem, it is advantageou I* use a Design For These gates are defined as follows.
Testabiliy (OFT) technique during the design of VLSI circults. Vdd

One example of OFT Is the scan-path technique which
-~ *facilitates IC testing In two ways: (1) scan-paths partition an IC ilo P-net

several blocks which can be tested independently, and (2) scan-pah I-AsbMo
design transforms a sequential cici into a cobntoa I whet fo ox*. fxM
which Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) is relatively xJ mxmZ
straigtoward PMcClukey, 643. However. certain faults in a CMOS IC ne
mey cause a cornbinational circuit Io, exhibit sequential behavior, thus
invalidating the sequiential-to-cmbinational transformation of the
scan-path design. Such a fault causes an FET to remain non-
conducting irrespective of the applied voltage level at the FET gate
terminal and is called an FET stuckl-open faunt (sop fsult) g mocderialaCOga.
Wadsack 781.Rp 1.Ilc WmoaCASge

The test for a sop fault in a CMOS logic gate consists of two [Definition 11 A Fully Complementary Gate (FCG) is a CMOS gate
test patterns: an initializing input pattern and a test input pattern. The with the following properties: (1) each logic gate input is connected
heizMirr input (TI) places the outpnt of a faulty CMOS logic gate at to the transistor gate terminate of both a PFET and an NFET. and (2)
logic-I to detedt an NFET sop fault or at logi-O to detedt an PFET the p-net provides conduction paths for all input comrbinations for
sop fault -The teso Iput 0 2) thien sensitizes the eltect of the fault to which output Z Is loic-I; *the n-net provides, conduction paths for as
the output node of the logic gate and propagates this effect to an hInfu combinations for whc output Z is logic-0 (Mukherjee 6).
observable output. The generation of a 2-pattern teat is a nlontrivial An example of an FCG is shown in Fig. 2. It realizes an A0l

ink gate. Notice that an FCG can realize any combinational Boolean

(Join 631 and (Raddy 631 have reported that arbitrary delays ucinI oberllipt eaalbe
In the Circuit Under Test (CUT) can invalidate a 2-pater test. A P
Generation of hazard-re fast patients whic we abl todte opA
faults even under arbitrary delay conditions is required (Reddy 841.
Not only are test pattern of this nature rmuch more difficult to 8-4 P2 C P3
generate than stuck-at fault patternas. but they are aimp h~osslble z
to apply to ascan-path IC. ThisIs because the piocess of slng in
the T2 paem wilater thette offte CUT established by the T, -4

Pattrn.A N1

Several resarcher piposed disi i lnquss a solutimn
to the problem of testin for uop fauls f~cCitaekey 61; Reddy $3. *' C1 4 3
65. Zasio 851. H owever, none addressed Vie problem of tosting sop
faults for scan-path ICs adequdse. This paper presents a sluion to "2An04go
t ploblemn it is base on a tesabl CMOS saemiational circuitPue i Algt

design technkque.



IProperty 11 (FCG imalization) A tau for PS sop tauk.
The output nods Z of an FOG can be Initialized to logic-C N ad of lto
inputs are set to logic- 1. Similary. the output Zcan beIntialized to A A a~ c I) D z r-
logcI 9 all the Inputs are set to logic-C. (During the Initialization, If
both x and its omlemenlt x* are Inputs to an FCG, they are assigned I I I I I 11 010.

Nomalyit is ntpsbletset bothkpA x and x tothe samle F-:faulty output
log& value unless they are Primary Inputs. However, such an Input
condition can be established in a testable cominationul circuit to be AlthouIghis los Inole mufltiple Input tranitionis, its validity
described later in this setin still holds In the presence of arbitrary detays. There are tour inputs

2.2 tuc-ope falt est attrns(A, W. C. V) which are not changed in this 2-pattern test. These
2.2 tuc-op~ falt est attrnsinputs block aln the conduction paths between Vcdd and Z. except for

To detect a sop fault In an FCO requires two patterns. The the path consisting of FET PS and P6. Therefore, nods Z cannot be
initializing Input T, can be sasily determined using property one. accidentally changed to logic-I before the T2 Input is applied to the
The test Input T2 Is derived by assigning values to each input cirui.
variable such that I can (I) turn on the faulty FET (PI). (2) turn on
enough FETs so that a conduction path from Vdd through Pf to the A0 C!C
Output exist% 1th f1aukt isinthe p-nt or aconduction path from the
output through PI to ground exists when t fault Is In t n-net and pB A' Ir 1
(3) turn off enough PETs so that no conduction path exists which !4 -~4:4 1

does not include PI (El-Zig 8I, This type of 2-pattem; test uses an z
all-I Patternor ana0-Opattern asthe TI Inputhsam it wilbe called a
8h~brI 2-pallerm lest A -j NI t4 8

The next two examples lustrate the derivation of simiplified 2- wIr-I to ff4 K~
patternteftsfor FCGa. The firs examiple is an AOIgate. aridthe f6I
second is an 6-Inpu complex gooe. C1N

(Example 11 Find a2-pattem too for PET P2 sop faulthIthe A01 C -f N7 No -0
gate shown i Fig. 2. C- N N 0'

This circit Is taken from IJn 831. In that paper. tircuit is
used to illustrate that some 2-pater tests may be invalidated due to
*timn skows In mulitiple input changes (e.g. T, 1 0 0 aNO T2 -0 0 1)- Fqr A sil xe gas.
The authors proposed a 2-pattern test (i.e. Tjw I0 I and
T2-0 0 1) in whc nyoe nu o"a trrsii The following theoremn formally states the validity of simplified

2-patern tests under arbitrary ciauiit delays.
I our approach, the T, Iput Is the alI-I pattern becausethe (Theorem 11 0 an PCG Irnplemnnation of a Boolean function Is

faulty PET P2 Is In the p-net. The T2 IrpI set5 A lo logic-C. B lo irrsdundanfl. then for each of its PET sop faults, there exists a
logi-0 and C to logic-I - This 2-p atenest conltains two Input (A and simplified 2-pattern test which cannot be Invalidated by arbitrary
9) Changes. While changing both A and B to 0. a conduction path ciroul delay.
between Vdd and Z is established to provoke the fault. Nt Is apparent
that the order of these two input transitions wil not affect the Proof: Assume the faulty transistor In an PCG is the PFET Pt
detectablity of the P2 sop fault controlled by the Input variable xl. Since the fault Is lIn the p-net, the

Atledt hr P2 uop ta.A Tj ipuA of the simplfied 2-pattern test Is the all-I pattern. The T2

A 8 c z r Input can be derivd uasing the method of Boolean difference. First.
find the transmission T of the p-net. Second. find the Boolean

ITII1 1 1 010 diference ofT with respect toxi Lot dT/dxI af(xt.....xn). Sice the
T2l j~ 0 P CGisrirr ndart.NatrnernsslnTwlrnovuousinx AT 2

F: toiyotu Input can be found by assigning logic-C to Inpu variable xi and
assigning proper logic value to other Input variables such that

Ilfxample 21 Find a 2paterntest forPFET PSsop fault In hecrcut f~j..x)a1 (11 Input vuriablexitcontrols another FET Px ithe p
of Fig. 3. net, a T2 Input can stll be derived by assigning value to other input

(eddyvaiables so that a conduction path through P, will not exist.) This
(Rdd631 presented this circult to demonstrate that test Input wil be calld TIM and N will establish one or more conduction

because of arbitrary deoay no 2-Water test exists lor the PS sop, paths from Vdd through P, to the output node. Let these paths be
fault. However. I every krpj variable and Ns complement can be set
to logic-I at the same time, a valid 2-pattrn tSt for this fault can be collectively called path A.
derived. Comparing pattern T,1 0t T2. there may be multiple input

To doeec the PS sop fault. a simrplfied 2-patern tes as lsed variables that change from logic-I to logic-C to turn on PFETs in the
below is applied to the complex gate. This 2-pattern test contains PCG. Among all the Input variables making transitions. some control
fou input transitions. Input 13 and 0 changes have no effect on the PETs in conduction paths other than path A. These are classified as
output nods Z. Input A' and C! changes provoke the fault. category one Input variables. The other Input variables belong to

category two.

Category one Input variables are set to logic-O because their
complement Ints are set to logic-I within pattern TP so as to block
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other conduction paths in the p-net. Category one input changes (Property 21 (TC Initialization)
cannot establish a conduction path between Vdd and the output If all the inputs of a TC are set to logic-0, then all of its logic gate inputs
node. Otherwise, TP is not a valid test pattern for the PI awtaut. are set to logic-0. Likewise, If alt the inputs of a TC are set to logic.i,

then all of its logic gate inputs are set to logic-I. (During the
Category two Input variables will urn on every FET. except the Initialization of a TC. If both x and its complement x* are inputs to the

faulty P. in path-A. If a subset of these input variables will establish a TC, they are assigned the same logic value.)

different conduction path C in the p-net, then these inu changes Due to the above property, it is strightorward to generate the
may invalidate the 2-pattern test. However, U path C exists In the p- T1  t th ay o ry at Is straightC. to te de

net then it will make path A redundant. Therefore, no other T, Input for any logic gate embedded in a TC. This TC design

conduction path can exist because the circuit is irredundart. As a technique resembles the CMOS domino circuit technique [Krambeck
result, even I the 2-pattern test consists of multiple input changes. 821. While a domino circuit offers the speed advantage over a
the order of input transitons will not affect the validity of the test. conventional static CMOS circuit, a TC provides the testing

advantage over a convertional static CMOS circuit.
Similarily, the test for an NFET sop fault can be proved to be

valid under arbitrary deays. Since the IB of every TG adds overhead to a TC design, it is
Q.E.D. worthwhile to Investigate the Impact of such a design technique in

terms of circuit area and speed. A 4-bit adder circuit (FA4
2.3 A testable combinational circuit macrofunction) described in (LS1851 is used as an example.

A combinational circuit can be constructed by interconnecting First, we examined the area overhead by comparing the FET
FCGs. However, a sop fault in this type of circuit is difficult to test counts of each design. The testable design uses 8% more FETs
because the embedded FCGs of this circuit can not be properly than the original design. This number is much smaller than the
initialized by using an al-I or an aIf-0 pattern at the circuit inputs. overhead figure of converting a conventional gate into a TG (401/).
However, if an inverting buffer is added to every FCG which fans out This is because the last level of a TC consists of conventional gates
to other FCGs, we can easily Initialize an embedded FCG by setting all which do not introduce any area overhead. Aso. the original design
the circuit inputs to logic-1 or logic-0. This observation leads to the uses 5 inverters which are not required in the testable design.
concept of a testable gate and a testable combinational circuit. To evaluate how the testable design can affect the circuit

(Definition 21 A Testable Gate (TO) consists of a fully performance, the critical paths of two adder designs are compared.
complementary gate connected to an Inverting Buffer (IB). These paths are shown In Fig. S. The original design has six

conventional gates in its longest path. The same path in the testable
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a TG. it is interesting to design contains the equivalent of nine conventional gates. Using

note that any sop fault in the IS can be dtected by toggling the l8's device parameters from the Stanford University's Center for
input. This implies that applying a simplified 2-pattern test to detect a Integrated Systems 2um CMOS process. SPICE simulations show
sop fault in the n-net will toggle the Input of the 1B so that Sop fault in negligible differences in the critical path delay of the two designs.
FET P11 will be detected as well. Therefore, it is not necessary to This is because the I1s increase the drive capability of each TG in the

develop separate teat pate for sop faults in the IS. critical path.
Vdd A

9-fiat ps

I z ,53

n-net 41(a)
Al

Al'

Figure 4. A testable gate strcture. 'gW

For a TG in general, assume TP s the test Input T2 for a sop

faulit In the p-nt, and TN is the teInptl T2 tor a sop faul In the n- (b)
net. A 2-pattern test "t for detecting a sop lauit in each part of a TG iSure. The ck pah a 4.69 adder.
is listed in Table 1. (a) LSI ogic desin (b) testable desaU.

Table 1. A 2.1lrn test set for a TG.

FCG ataulinp-nt atsul inn-M 3 APPLICATION TO SCAN-PATH ICe
.

T1 all-I peterm all-0 Pattern Many VLSI circuits are designed with the scan-path technique.

12 TP 1N This technique requires that every memory element In a sequential
. circuit be connected as one or more shift registers (i.e. the scan-

in f auly fayu paths). The scan-paths can be easily tested independent of the
sequential circuit configuration. The remaining combinational

T1 all-C pattes all-1 patern circuitry is then tested by applying test patterns through the scan-
12 TN TP paths. However. to detect a sop fault in the testable combinational

circuit, it is not necessary to shift two patterns into the scan-path.
The T1 Input pattern can be generated by the scan-path itself.

(Definition 31 A Testahle Combinational C~rcult (TC) is a mulfi-
level combinalional circuit which consists of two types of logic gates: For example, In the LSS sch me, the ecan-path is made Out
testable gates and fully complementary gates. Testable gates are of Shift Register Latches (SRI) (Eicheiberger 77). A CMOS SRI
used In all but the last level of the circuit. Fully Complementary gates
are used in the last level of the circuit.

Pt%

.4r
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